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l. In this note we study octaves over the field of rational numbers. 
In this octave algebra we define a ring of integral octaves, this ring is a 
lattice M in an eightdimensional linear space L over Q. (vid [1 ]). Let 
U C M be the subset of octaves with norm equal to 1 and let W C M 
be the set of integral octaves with norm 2. 
The set U can be described, independent of the octave algebra as the 
rootsystem of the exceptional group Es. The set W can be described as 
the set of all sums u+v, with u E U, v E U, (u, v)=O. The representation 
of the elements of Was a sum of two elements of U is not unique, however, 
given an element of W there exi1 • . different representations as a sum 
of elements of U. 
We remark that MJ2M is an eight dimensional linear space Lover the 
primefield Fz with two elements. The canonical mapping from M onto L 
will be denoted by a 1~ a. The normform in L will be denoted by N, 
the corresponding normform on L by N. For the inner product in both 
spaces Land L we use (par abus de language) the same symbol. 
The multiplicative structure on L as a nonassociative field of octaves 
induces a multiplicative structure on L. The composition algebra on L 
is an algebra of splitoctaves, we shall use a description as vectormatrices. 
In this note we shall find some geometrical features of the multiplicative 
structure on L in connextion with a wellknown mnemotechnical devise 
proposed by CoxETER [2] and FREUDENTHAL [3] for the multiplication 
rules on a set of eight orthogonal elements of U. 
2. The set U contains 240 elements, the set U contains 120 elements. 
Using well known formulas for the representation of integers by the 
normform of the octave algebra one can deduce that the set W contains 
2160 elements, from this it follows that the set W contains 135 elements. 
We remark that we have constructed a decomposition L= {0} v U V W. 
In the following we shall need some further details concerning the sets 
U and W. After a simple calculation one can find that if e is the unit 
element in the octave field there are 126 elements in U with (u, e)=O. 
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Furthermore there are 756 elements in W with (w, e)= 0 and 126 elements 
with (w, e)=2. 
From this we :find that there are 64 elements in U with (u, e)= 0 and 
63 elements in w with (w, e)= 0. 
3. Let fo, /1, .•. , /7 be a set of eight orthogonal elements of U. We 
fix the multiplication on this set, and so on the whole octave algebra, 
by lo=e, h!s=/2; h/4=/s; /1/7=/&; /21&=/4; /2/1=/s; /s/4=/7; ls!&=fs. 
The integral octaves will be the elements ± f.. and all elements 
!(±f .. ± fp ± /11 ± fd) where {x, {J, y, <5} is one of the following sets: 
0127, 0145, 0136, 0235, 0246, 0567, 0347, 
1234, 1357, 1467, 1256, 2367, 2457, 3456. 
In this way we construct a set of 2 x 8 + 16 x 14 = 240 elements. It can be 
easely chequed that they belong to a ring of integral octaves, (vid [2]). 
The mnemotechnical devise for the multiplication table can be described 
in the following way. Let IX = 4al + 2a2 + as (at = 0, 1) and let 
:n: IX!-+ (a1, as, a3) be the mapping of the eight indices on the eight vectors 
of a three dimensional linear space over the field F2. Let we introduce a 
composition * such that IX* fJ=y if and only if :n(1X)+:n({J)=:n(y). 
The multiplication rules can then be formulated in a simple way 
lo< /p= ± /11 • fd if and only if IX* {J=y * <5. Freudenthal uses an orientation 
in the projective plane deduced from the linear space in order to fix the 
sign in the formula. 
Let 1X1 and IX2 be two indices, di:ffere?t from 0. We introduce go= fo; 
g..,.=f..,; g..,=f..,.; g .. =! .. if 1X¥o1X1.1X2. The set of integral octaves with 
norm 1 can now be described as the set ±g .. ,!(± g .. ± gp ± g11 ± gd) 
with IX* fJ =r * <5. 
In the example given above we choose 1X1, IX2=3, 7. 
It is impossible to construct an indexed set of orthogonal elements of U 
in such a way that the mnemotechnical devise can be used as well as for 
the multiplication as well as for the description of the set U. In the 
following we shall try to give some background information concerning 
this fact. 
4. We now describe the image of the sets U and Wunder the mapping 
of M on the space L. Let WI and w2 be two vectors of W, such that 
WI +W3=e. The elements 'WI and w2 form an hyperbolic pair, w1 +w2=e. 
The orthogonal complement of this hyperbolic plane is a six dimensional 
space, which can be written as the sum of two three dimensional total-
singular subspaces X and Y, such that 
w2·X=X·Wt=0 and W!·Y=Y·w2=0. 
Every element of L can uniquely be written as a sum IXIWl +1X2w2+x+y, 
with x E X and y E Y; this is the notation of the vector matrices. 
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Now we introduce a map rp defined by rp(u)=e+u.lfu E U and (u, e)=O 
we have N(rp{u)) = 0 and (rp(u), e)= 0. 
Let we denote 
rp(/t)=Xt, 
rp{fa)=x2, 
rp(!(/2+ /4+ fr,- /7))=xa, 
rp(j(ft + /2- fr,+ /s)) =yt, 
rp(j(/2+ fa- Is+ /7)) =Y2, 
rp(/4)=ya. 
Then we have (xc, XJ)=(yc, Yi)=O; (xi, Yi)=~u 
and XcXJ=Y&, YtYJ=X&, if {i, j, k}={l, 2, 3}. 
Furthermore 
rp(/2) = Xt + X2 + ya, 
rp{/r,) = Xt + ya, 
rp(/s) =Xt +x2, 
rp(/7)=x2+ya. 
Theorem: Let tX, fJ andy be different from 0. Then we have f,.-fp= ± /,. 
if and only if rp(g .. ), rp(gp) and rp(g,.) are linearly dependent. If we connect with 
the six dimensional linear space a projective five dimensional space, the 
images of the elements ft, /2, ... , h are the points of a projective plane over 
the field F2. We have f .. · /p= ±/,.if and only if points rp(ga), rp((Jp) and rp(g,.) 
are collinear. 
In this case we have XtYl = x2y2 = xaya =WI and YtXI = y2x2 = yaxa = w2. 
Here Wt=!(/o+/1+ ... +h) and W2=t(/o-/1-/2- ... -/7). 
5. There is a set Z of 35 elements in U, which are mapped by rp in 
the set of singular vectors in X+ Y. We can identify the singular vectors 
with the points of a quadratic variety in the five dimensional projective 
space over the field F2. 
We call two points sand t of this surface strongly connected if st=O. 
In this case there is a third point on the line that is singular. A line of 
this type will be called a bar. 
Theorem: If u, v and ware elements of Z such that rp(u), rp(v) and rp(w) 
are points on a bar, we have uv= ± w. 
Proof: We have rp(u) rp(v)=O, thus (e+u)(e+v)=O. And thus 
e+u+v+uv=O. Since the three points are collinear we have rp(u)+ 
+rp(v)+rp(w)=O and thus e+u+v+w=O. From this it follows that 
ti:V=W and UV= ± W. 
The points XI, y2, xa, YI, x2, ya are the vertices of a hexagon, the lines 
connecting XIY2• y2xa, xayi, YIX2, x2ya, yaxi are bars. 
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The fact that the figure of the mnemotechnical devise for the multi-
plication of the elements f ex. can only after interchanging two of its points 
be used for the description of the elements of U is due to the fact that 
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